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Los ojos de Carmen Audio CD is an Audio Book that consists on a set of two CD's. It is the audio

version of Los ojos de Carmen, a short novella meant for Spanish language learners. It is part of the

very popular Blaine Ray Series of Easy Readers. It was translated to English as The Eyes of

Carmen and there is a French version Les Yeux de Carmen. Written in common everyday Spanish.

Los ojos de Carmen is accessible and engaging. Daniel is a 16-year old American boy who wants to

enter a photography contest. He travels to Ecuador, where he visits his uncle's family and also

explores this diverse and intriguing country. On a day trip he meets Carmen, a girl with exceptional

eyes. He wants to find Carmen again because he thinks he can win the contest with a picture of her.

But he doesn't see her again until one day... Daniel frequently expresses his points of view about

the cultural differences between the United States and the new country that he is discovering.
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Veronica Moscoso is an Ecuadorian writer who has traveled around the world and now lives in

California. She has worked as a teacher, a journalist, an advertising copy writer, an editor TV

producer and a radio producer. She is a keen observer of humanity. Her first book, titled Historias

con sabor a sueno, was published in Ecuador.

I purchased these CD's to practice my understanding of spoken Spanish, and this product was very

helpful in my practice. It is a surprisingly good storyline, that keeps you interested throughout. As an



advanced beginner, I found that the speed and vocabulary were sometimes challenging, and I

needed to listen to some of the passages multiple times over until I could fully comprehend all that

was being said. However, this definitely helped me grow and stretch in my understanding of the

spoken language. Personally, I found that the added sound effects actually helped with the

understanding, giving you a bit more information about what was being said. I would highly

recommend this product to those "advanced" beginners, and intermediate learners who want to

practice listening to and understanding spoken Spanish.

This set of little teaching novelles in Spanish are for me, at least, most ideal. I started with the Level

I booklets and stopped when the grammar needed the past tenses. I got myself a Spanish Tenses

workbook and worked that 3/4 thru.There ARE plateaus and I am willing to suffer thru those. I got

back to the little novelles and continued. I am now on Level III. The index words do help, but I also

use my dictionary and the 501 verb conjugation book, at times to verify if the past is the 2. or 3.

tense. Still a little shakey here. But I see patterns.These little booklets are very well worth your time

and money. Don't expect to have it all in super literary quality. Forget being Sherlock and looking for

rhyme and reason or perfect sequencing of events. This is for teaching first, reading first and also

some fun.I really can not believe how much I learnt!!! using Marcus Santamaria's system first up to

Bola de Nieve, and then getting those self-teaching workbooks for prepositions, (I thought there

really were only 7.... like the Bear went over, thru, around... Oh was I in for some happy learning

surprise) and the Tenses Workbook. I esp love the translations there. The answers are given.

Very clear, great narration. Easy to understand. Wonderful!

There were scratches on the poor quality cases; and one of the CDs showed definite signs of wear.

I assumed I was buying new discs as has been the case with the many oother books and CDs I

have bought in this series

I would have given this CD a 5 star rating except for the extremely annoying background side effect

noise. Otherwise good practice for for past participle and other verb forms.

I now see that the item is just two CDs. The reviews mention it being a book and CDs. There is no

written material with this product.



our conversational spanish group is listening to the audio and reading the book. everyone has bee

entheusiastic about learning this way. found lots of good questions and back up for this on line.

would highly recommend this for comprehension and practice in listening and speaking.

We read "Ojos de Carmen" in level 3 of Spanish HS. It is fun to listen to the story being read. They

don't speak too fast. The pronunciation is very clear. Highly rec. these tapes to go along with the

book.
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